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In this section:

• United States and France Sign Agreement to Compensate Holocaust Victims
• United States Conducts Naval Operation Within Twelve Nautical Miles of Spratly Islands in the South China Sea, Prompting Protests from China
• United States Pursues Bilateral and Multilateral Initiatives in and Around the Arctic
On December 8, 2014, the United States and France signed an agreement to compensate Holocaust victims who were deported from France during World War II.1 Between 1941 and 1944, the French railroad company Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français (SNCF) transported 76,000 individuals to Nazi concentration camps.2 The U.S.-France agreement is expected to provide compensation to several thousand survivors of deportation and their families who are U.S. citizens or nationals of other countries.3

As recounted by Stuart Eizenstat, the Special Adviser for Holocaust Issues, the French government initially proposed “a unilateral program to mend the holes in their existing French program for those deported during World War II and their spouses and, in certain cases, their children.”4 France first established a compensation program in 1946; that program provides pensions to French nationals who were victims of anti-Semitic persecution in France.5 However, because only French citizens are eligible, the program excludes Holocaust victims who are nationals of the United States, Canada, Israel, and other countries.6 In 2000, France established a new program to compensate individuals of all nationalities who were “minor[s] at the time of the deportation and lost either one or both parents, who were deported and died during the Holocaust.”7 More than one thousand U.S. nationals have received compensation through this program.8

The U.S.-France agreement follows unsuccessful efforts to hold SNCF responsible for its contributions to the Holocaust in U.S. courts. In Abrams v. SNCF, twelve Holocaust victims sued SNCF and alleged that the railroad company knowingly transported civilians to Nazi death camps.9 In November 2004, the Second Circuit ruled against the plaintiffs. The Second Circuit held that SNCF was immune from suit under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA) because it was an “agency or instrumentality” of France and affirmed the district court’s holding that none of the FSIA’s exceptions to immunity applied.10 In a similar lawsuit, Freund v. SNCF, a different group of Holocaust survivors and their heirs and beneficiaries sued SNCF

---

3 Signing Ceremony, supra note 2.
4 Id.
5 Joint Statement on Compensation Fund, supra note 1.
6 Signing Ceremony, supra note 2.
7 Id.
8 Id.
10 Id. at 63; see also Abrams v. Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français, 175 F.Supp.2d 423, 433 (E.D.N.Y. 2001).
to obtain compensation for property that they alleged SNCF had confiscated prior to deporting them to concentration camps. The Second Circuit affirmed dismissal of the case because the plaintiffs failed to specifically allege that SNCF maintained possession of the stolen goods, which was required on the Court’s reading of the FSIA’s taking clause.

During this time period, local, state, and national legislatures introduced measures relating to Holocaust claims against SNCF. In 2011, Maryland enacted a law that required a subsidiary of SNCF to disclose information about its collaboration with German authorities during World War II in order to compete for a contract to operate Maryland commuter rail lines. In April 2014, New York City council members introduced legislation that would have prohibited New York City from conducting business with companies that profited from the Holocaust but that had not provided reparations to victims, including the SNCF. At the national level, Senator Chuck Schumer and Representative Carolyn Maloney repeatedly introduced legislation that would have granted jurisdiction to U.S. courts to hear claims against SNCF for its actions during World War II that caused injury or death.

On April 9, 2014, State Department Spokesperson Jen Psaki announced that the United States and France had begun “discussions of compensation for victims of deportations by rail from France to Nazi labor and death camps as well as for victims’ families.” The announcement urged state lawmakers, including legislators in New York and Maryland, to refrain from pursuing independent restitution measures because they presented obstacles to the bilateral negotiations. On December 5, 2014, the United States and France announced that they had reached an agreement to compensate victims of the Holocaust who were deported from France. SNCF did not participate in the negotiations; according to press reports, the French foreign ministry explained that “[i]t is the responsibility of French authorities to assume the consequences.”

Under the agreement, France pledged to transfer to the U.S. government a lump sum payment of $60 million that the United States would distribute to eligible claimants. The agreement provides compensation to three groups of persons: survivors of deportation, the spouses

---

11 Freund v. Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français, 391 F. App’x 939, 940 (2d Cir. 2010).
20 U.S.-France Agreement, supra note 1, art. 4(1).
of survivors, and the heirs of survivors or their spouses.\textsuperscript{21} Claimants are not eligible if they are French citizens or if they are citizens of a nation that has concluded a bilateral compensation agreement with France—Belgium, Poland, the United Kingdom, and the former Czechoslovakia.\textsuperscript{22} Nor are claimants eligible if they qualify for a separate French compensation program for individuals whose parents died because of deportation or if they have received compensation from another state for Holocaust deportation.\textsuperscript{23} Notably, unlike traditional claim resolution agreements, the U.S.–France agreement does not limit compensation to eligible U.S. citizens. Unless they are excluded pursuant to the provisions above, non-U.S. nationals are eligible for compensation under the program.\textsuperscript{24}

The agreement provides:

Upon payment of the [\$60 million sum], the Government of the United States of America:

1. . . . [C]onfirms its recognition in connection with any Holocaust deportation claims of:

(i) the sovereign immunity of France and the property of France; and

(ii) the diplomatic, consular, or official immunity of French officials, employees, and agents and the property of each,

as such sovereign, diplomatic, consular, and official immunities are normally recognized within the United States legal system for other foreign states, their agencies, instrumentalities, officials, employees, and agents, and the property of each.

2. Shall secure, with the assistance of the Government of the French Republic if need be, at the earliest possible date, the termination of any pending suits or future suits that may be filed in any court at any level of the United States legal system against France concerning any Holocaust deportation claim.

3. Shall, in a timely manner, and consistent with its constitutional structure, undertake all actions necessary to achieve the objectives of this Agreement, which include an enduring legal peace, at the federal, state, and local levels of government in the United States of America and shall avoid any action that:

a. Contradicts the terms of the Agreement, and in particular challenges the sovereign immunity of France concerning any Holocaust deportation claim; or

b. Stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the Agreement.

4. Shall require, before making any distribution payment to an eligible recipient under this Agreement, that the recipient execute a writing following the form of the Annex attached to this Agreement, including (i) a waiver of all the recipient’s rights to assert claims for compensatory or other relief in any forum against France concerning the Holocaust deportation or pension programs related thereto; (ii) a declaration that the recipient has not received, and will not claim, any payment under French programs or an international agreement concluded by the Government of the French Republic relating to Holocaust

\textsuperscript{21} Id. Art. 2(1).

\textsuperscript{22} Id. Art. 3(1–2); Press Release, Dep’t of State, Joint Statement Between the United States and France Regarding the Entry into Force of a Bilateral Agreement on the Establishment of Compensation Fund for Holocaust Victims Deported From France (Nov. 3, 2015), \textit{at} http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2015/11/249122.htm [hereinafter Joint Statement on U.S.–France Agreement].

\textsuperscript{23} U.S.–France Agreement, \textit{supra} note 1, Art. 3(3–4).

\textsuperscript{24} Joint Statement on U.S.–France Agreement, \textit{supra} note 22.
deportation; and (iii) a declaration that the recipient has not received any payment under any other State’s compensation program or under the compensation program of any foreign institution relating specifically to Holocaust deportation.  

The annex to the agreement contains a form that each claimant must sign prior to receiving compensation. The form provides that claimants agree to “release and forever discharge France and any French national (including natural and juridical persons) from any liability of any kind for all claims relating to Holocaust deportation.” The form additionally requires recipients to waive any claims against the United States related to Holocaust deportation. The agreement does not waive the rights of individuals who do not participate in the compensation program, although it does confirm that, with respect to deportation claims, France is entitled to the same immunities that the U.S. legal system recognizes for other states; the agreement also requires the United States to secure the termination of any lawsuits against France concerning deportation claims.

The agreement entered into force on November 1, 2015. Its entry into force followed approval by the French Parliament. On the United States side, the agreement is a sole executive agreement. In a joint statement, the United States and France described the agreement as “another measure of justice to help those who suffered the harms of one of history’s darkest eras, and another example of the close U.S.-France partnership that characterizes our relationship.” The U.S. Department of State began accepting applications from claimants on November 2, 2015.

INTERNATIONAL OCEANS, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH, AND AVIATION LAW

**United States Conducts Naval Operation Within Twelve Nautical Miles of Spratly Islands in the South China Sea, Prompting Protests from China**

On October 26, 2015, the guided missile destroyer USS Lassen undertook a “freedom of navigation” operation in the South China Sea, an area that has been beset by conflicting territorial and maritime claims. The operation comes amidst growing tensions between the United States and China about China’s activities in the South China Sea. China has asserted maritime claims to certain islands and waters in the South China Sea since the 1950s, but in the view of the U.S., those claims appear inconsistent with the international law of the sea.

---

25 U.S.-France Agreement, supra note 1, Art. 5.
26 Id. Annex.
27 Id.
28 Joint Statement on U.S.-France Agreement, supra note 22.
30 Joint Statement on U.S.-France Agreement, supra note 22.

---

More recently, China began undertaking massive land reclamation projects in the Spratly Islands. The United States has consistently opposed these actions, citing concerns about regional destabilization and potential militarization of the artificial features. China, in turn, has blamed the United States for “pushing the militarization” by conducting military exercises in the South China Sea.

Accompanied by two maritime surveillance aircraft, the Lassen came within twelve nautical miles of Subi Reef, one of the artificial features that China has built among the Spratly Islands. In response to the Lassen’s entry within the twelve-mile zone, a Chinese naval missile destroyer and patrol vessel followed the ship and sent warnings. A U.S. defense official later testified that the operation—the first of its kind to be conducted within twelve nautical miles of any of the Chinese-built features since 2012—was completed “without incident.”

Chinese officials immediately criticized the maneuver. Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Lu Kang described the Lassen’s passage near the reef as “illegal” and further asserted that the operation “threatened China’s sovereignty and security interests, put the personnel and facilities on the islands and reefs at risk and endangered regional peace and stability.” Vice Foreign Minister Zhang Yesui echoed Lu’s statements regarding the operation’s illegality and “expressed [China’s] strong dissatisfaction and opposition” to the “serious provocation.”

Following the operation, Zhang summoned the U.S. Ambassador to China to discuss the incident, and senior Chinese officials met with their U.S. counterparts to urge the United

4 See id.; see also The President’s News Conference with President Xi Jinping of China, 2015 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 647 (Sept. 25, 2015) [hereinafter News Conference].
12 Id.
States to prevent “similar incident[s] from happening again.” Both Zhang and Lu stated that China would “take all necessary measures” to respond appropriately to this action and any other “deliberate provocation[s].” In addition, the commander of the Chinese Navy, Admiral Wu Shengli, asserted during a conversation with U.S. Chief of Naval Operations Admiral John Richardson that such “dangerous, provocative acts” could lead to “a seriously pressing situation between frontline forces from both sides on the sea and in the air, or even a minor incident that sparks war.”

Administration officials initially made few statements regarding the operation. White House and State Department officials declined to comment on initial reports, instead directing media to address questions to the Department of Defense. Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter confirmed that media reports of the operation were accurate, but would not “say more than that.” White House Principal Deputy Press Secretary Eric Schultz stated only that “the operation . . . was the result of a rigorous interagency process designed to produce options for [U.S.] leadership to ensure” protection of “the rights, freedoms, and lawful uses of the sea and airspace guaranteed to all nations under international law.” This limited response was the result, administration officials said, of White House instructions to refrain from more specific public comment.

The Lassen operation’s significance for the U.S. position on China’s South China Sea claims was not immediately clear. Carter stated that the Lassen “conducted a freedom of navigation operation, in accordance with international law.” Such operations can serve


14 Zhang Representations, supra note 11; Lu Remarks, supra note 10.


17 See Earnest Briefing, supra note 16; Oct. 27 State Department Briefing, supra note 16.


as one means of challenging maritime claims with which the United States disagrees. According to a press report, on the other hand, an unnamed U.S. navy source indicated that “the warship took steps to indicate it was making a lawful innocent passage with no warlike intent. The ship’s fire control radars were turned off and it flew no helicopters.”

This alternate framing of the operation was potentially significant, since the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea permits vessels to transit in “innocent passage” through the territorial seas of other states. As a result, some commentators suggested that by proceeding in innocent passage the United States implicitly recognized China’s claim to a territorial sea around its artificial island on Subi Reef.

At least partially in response to uncertainty about the precise characterization on the Lassen operation, Pentagon Spokesman Captain Jeff Davis denied that the patrol had been conducted as an innocent passage, and another U.S. official suggested the operational restrictions on the Lassen’s “freedom of navigation” operation had been adopted for policy reasons, so as not to “inflame the situation” with China.

In light of these conflicting remarks, Senator John McCain wrote to Carter requesting that the Department of Defense “publicly clarify...the legal intent behind th[e] operation and any future operations of a similar nature.” In response, Carter reiterated that the Lassen had conducted a “freedom of navigation” operation (FONOP).

The operation did not challenge any country’s claims of sovereignty over land features, as that is not the purpose or function of a FONOP. Rather, this FONOP challenged attempts by claimants to restrict navigation rights and freedoms around features they claim, including policies by some claimants requiring prior permission or notification of transits within territorial seas.

The FONOP involved a continuous and expeditious transit that is consistent with both the right of innocent passage, which only applies in a territorial sea, and with the high seas freedom of navigation that applies beyond any territorial sea. With respect to Subi Reef, the United States has contested requirements imposed by China, Taiwan, and Vietnam requiring notification and/or prior consent in the South China Sea. See DEP’T OF DEFENSE REPRESENTATIVE FOR OCEAN POLICY AFFAIRS, MARITIME CLAIMS REFERENCE MANUAL (2014), at http://www.jag.navy.mil/organization/code_10_mcrm.htm (describing requirements for notice and/or prior permission for transit by foreign vessels through territorial waters claimed by China, Taiwan, and Vietnam).
claimants have not clarified whether they believe a territorial sea surrounds it, but one thing is clear: under the law of the sea, China’s land reclamation cannot create a legal entitlement to a territorial sea, and does not change our legal ability to navigate near it in this manner. We believe that Subi Reef, before China turned it into an artificial island, was a low-tide elevation and that it therefore cannot generate its own entitlement to a territorial sea. However, if it is located within 12 nautical miles of another geographic feature that is entitled to a territorial sea—as might be the case with Sandy Cay—then the low-water line on Subi Reef could be used as the baseline for measuring Sandy Cay’s territorial sea. In other words, in those circumstances, Subi Reef could be surrounded by a 12-nautical mile-territorial sea despite being submerged at high tide in its natural state. Given the factual uncertainty, we conducted the FONOP in a manner that is lawful under all possible scenarios to preserve U.S. options should the factual ambiguities be resolved, disputes settled, and clarity on maritime claims reached. 31

At the recent Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Defense Ministers-Plus Meeting, Chinese Defense Minister Chang Wangquan told Carter that there is a “bottom line” to China’s patience with the ongoing challenges to China’s territorial claims. 32 U.S. officials have nonetheless said that freedom of navigation operations will continue in the South China Sea. Discussing such operations, Carter stated: “We’ve done them before, all over the world. And we will do them again. We meant what we say. We will continue to fly, sail, and operate wherever international law allows.” 33 Another U.S. defense official said that the U.S. Navy plans to conduct patrols within twelve nautical miles of artificial features in the South China Sea about twice per quarter, a frequency intended to demonstrate the United States’ determination “to regularly exercise [its] rights under international law.” 34 Indeed, the United States conducted a similar aerial operation recently, flying two B-52 strategic bombers near artificial features in the Spratly Islands. 35 Although the planes were contacted by Chinese ground controllers and continued their mission, 36 it is unclear whether the bombers passed within twelve nautical miles of any of the Chinese-built features. 37

31 Carter Letter, supra note 29, at 1–2.
33 Carter Remarks, supra note 21; see also Harris, Jr. Speech, supra note 21 (“[O]ur military will continue to fly, sail, and operate wherever and whenever international law allows. The South China Sea is not—and will not—be an exception.”).
Climate change is bringing about significant changes to the Arctic region, where the United States faces economic, environmental, and military opportunities and challenges. Since the United States assumed the chairmanship of the Arctic Council in April 2015, policymakers have focused more attention on the region. In August, President Barack Obama became the first sitting president to visit the U.S. Arctic.

During his visit, Obama addressed the Conference on Global Leadership in the Arctic: Cooperation, Innovation, Engagement and Resilience (GLACIER). Participants at the conference included representatives of Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, India, Italy, Japan, the Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the European Union. At GLACIER’s conclusion, most of the participants signed a joint statement acknowledging the impact of climate change in the Arctic and reiterating their commitment to combat climate change.

Two significant developments in and around the Arctic concern international regulation of fishing. In July, the five states with land territory in the Arctic Circle—Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United States—met in Oslo and adopted a nonbinding declaration setting out political commitments to restrict commercial fishing on the Arctic high seas until a sustainable management plan is in place. This portion of the Arctic Ocean includes the North Pole and is larger than Alaska and Texas combined. Although it is largely covered by icepack, the summer sea ice shrank to a record low in 2012, briefly turning about 40 percent of the area

8. Steven Lee Myers, Sea Warming Leads to Ban on Fishing in the Arctic, N.Y. TIMES, July 16, 2015, at A6.
into open water.\textsuperscript{9} According to press reports, tensions over Ukraine delayed the declaration for over a year.\textsuperscript{10} An excerpt of the declaration follows:

\begin{quote}
We recognize that until recently ice has generally covered the high seas portion of the central Arctic Ocean on a year-round basis, which has made fishing in those waters impossible to conduct. We acknowledge that, due to climate change resulting in changes in ice distribution and related environmental phenomena, the marine ecosystems of the Arctic Ocean are evolving and that the effects of these changes are poorly understood. We note that the Arctic ecosystems until now have been relatively unexposed to human activities. . . .

We are aware that fish stocks in the Arctic Ocean may occur both within areas under the fisheries jurisdiction of the coastal States and in the high seas portion of the central Arctic Ocean, including straddling fish stocks. We note further that the ice cover in the Arctic Ocean has been diminishing in recent years, including over some of the high seas portion of the central Arctic Ocean.

We recognize that, based on available scientific information, commercial fishing in the high seas of the central Arctic Ocean is unlikely to occur in the near future and, therefore, there is no need at present to establish any additional regional fisheries management organization for this area. Nevertheless, recalling the obligations of States under international law to cooperate with each other in the conservation and management of living marine resources in high seas areas, including the obligation to apply the precautionary approach, we share the view that it is desirable to implement appropriate interim measures to deter unregulated fishing in the future in the high seas portion of the central Arctic Ocean.

. . . .

We therefore intend to implement, in the single high seas portion of the central Arctic Ocean that is entirely surrounded by waters under the fisheries jurisdictions of Canada, the Kingdom of Denmark in respect of Greenland, the Kingdom of Norway, the Russian Federation and the United States of America, the following measures:

\begin{itemize}
\item We will authorize our vessels to conduct commercial fishing in this high seas area only pursuant to one or more regional or subregional fisheries management organizations or arrangements that are or may be established to manage such fishing in accordance with recognized international standards.
\item We will establish a joint program of scientific research with the aim of improving understanding of the ecosystems of this area and promote cooperation with relevant scientific bodies . . . .
\item We will promote compliance with these interim measures and with relevant international law, including by coordinating our monitoring, control and surveillance activities in this area.
\item We will ensure that any non-commercial fishing in this area does not undermine the purpose of the interim measures, is based on scientific advice and is monitored, and that data obtained through any such fishing is shared.\textsuperscript{11}
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{10} \textit{Id.}; see also Myers, \textit{supra} note 8.

\textsuperscript{11} Oslo Declaration, \textit{supra} note 7.
According to the State Department, the declaration builds on U.S. action in 2009 to prohibit commercial fishing in its Exclusive Economic Zone north of the Bering Strait until better scientific information to support sound fisheries management is available. The United States initiated this five-state process consistent with congressional direction under Public Law 110-243, which calls for the United States to take steps with other Arctic nations to negotiate an agreement for managing fish stocks in the Arctic Ocean, as well as the Implementation Plan for the 2013 National Strategy for the Arctic Region, which commits the United States to prevent unregulated high seas fishing in the Arctic.12

In December, the United States hosted a meeting attended by delegations from the five states that adopted the Oslo Declaration, as well as China, the European Union, Iceland, Japan, and Korea, which addressed their common goal of preventing unregulated commercial fishing in the high seas area of the central Arctic Ocean.13 The United States presented a proposal for an international agreement there.14 Although the proposal was not negotiated at the meeting, participating states agreed to follow-up meetings to be held in the coming year.15

Separately, on September 11, 2015, the United States and Russia entered into a bilateral treaty “to combat illegal, unreported, and unregulated [IUU] fishing.”16 Alaskan crab fishers in the Bering Sea, which lies just south of the Arctic, strongly supported the agreement (which is not geographically limited).17 According to one estimate, illegally harvested Russian crab has cost Alaska Bering Sea fishermen up to $560 million.18 The World Wildlife Fund had previously issued a research report highlighting the significance of the problem: “Official customs data from South Korea, Japan, China and the United States indicate that in 2013, these four countries (which account for nearly all of Russia’s official crab exports) imported 1.69 times as much live and frozen crab from Russia as official Russian harvest levels. Over the past decade, the level of overharvest due to illegal crab harvesting was two to four times the legal limit, causing grave concern about the sustainability of several Russian Far East crab species.”19
The U.S. State Department explained that “[t]he agreement aims to improve coordination among the multiple government agencies in both countries that need to work together to address IUU fishing.” According to press reports, in the past, the U.S. Coast Guard and its Russian equivalent “could not share data due to a touchy international relationship” and “[a]cquiring Russian information at all was problematic.” The treaty provides, in part, that “[i]n order to achieve the purposes of this Agreement, the Parties’ competent authorities shall”:

1. Cooperate in preventing, deterring, and eliminating IUU fishing and fishing-related activities, including the import into the territory of one Party’s state of fish that were harvested as a result of IUU fishing within waters under the jurisdiction of the other Party.

2. Cooperate in identifying suspect vessels and exchanging information about them, including through the compilation of a list of suspect vessels.

3. Exchange information concerning:
   
   (a) on the fifth day of every month:
      
      i) the aggregate quantity and types of imported fish that originated from the other Party’s state;

      ii) vessels of the Parties, as well as suspect vessels, that have unloaded fish that originated in one Party’s state in ports of the other Party’s state . . . . ;

      iii) vessels of the Parties, as well as suspect vessels, that were denied entry into a port of either Party because it was established that they have engaged in or they are suspected of having engaged in IUU fishing or in fishing-related activities in support of IUU fishing . . . . ;

      iv) violations by individuals and/or legal entities of one Party of the legislation of the other Party concerning fishing or fishing-related activities;

   
   (b) within 10 days of the time of completion of inspections:

      i) the results of any inspection of fishing-related activities that is conducted by the competent authorities of one Party in its port on a vessel under the other Party’s flag or whose owner is an individual or legal entity of the other Party; and

      ii) the results of any inspection of fishing-related activities that is conducted by the competent authorities of one Party in its port on suspect vessels that delivered fish that originated in the other Party’s state;

20 U.S. and Russia Sign IUU Agreement, supra note 16.

21 Summers, supra note 17.

22 [Editors’ note: Article 1(1)(a) defines “illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing” as “the activities set out in paragraph 3 of the 2001 FAO International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing.” That document is available at http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/y1224e/y1224e00.htm.]
(c) within the shortest possible time, with respect to the Parties’ vessels, as well as suspect vessels, that are requesting entry to a port of either Party to unload fish, to include information about each vessel, the names of the ports to which such vessels are requesting entry, the dates of receipt of such requests and, if available, information about the origin of the fish aboard such vessels;

4. Within the framework of their legislation and international agreements to which both Parties are party, cooperate to the fullest extent possible in the investigation and adjudication of cases related to IUU fishing and fishing-related activities in support of IUU fishing.

5. Take necessary measures, in accordance with the Parties’ legislation, with respect to fish that originate in one Party’s state and that have been unloaded or are to be unloaded in a port of the other Party’s state in cases where there is evidence that such fish were harvested as a result of IUU fishing or fishing-related activities in support of IUU fishing provided by the Party where the fish originated.

6. Participate in working consultations and other types of joint activities conducted by the Parties’ competent authorities.23

The treaty entered into force on December 4, 2015. Given the reportedly mixed results achieved by prior bilateral treaties on IUU fishing that Russia entered into with Japan and South Korea,24 it remains to be seen how effectively this agreement will restrain IUU fishing.

23 U.S.-Russia IUU Fishing Agreement, supra note 16.
24 Summers, supra note 17.